National variation of technical factors in computed tomography of the head.
The objectives of this study were to describe head computed tomography (CT) technical factors used in the United States; assess guideline compliance and variability by sex, geographic region, institution, and manufacturer; and compare with NEXT (Nationwide Evaluation of X-ray Trends) survey. Two thousand thirty-five head CT studies from 895 sites were analyzed. Peak kilovoltage, exposure, slice and image number, slice thickness, field of view, interslice gap, reformations, examination inclusiveness, use of contrast, and reconstruction filter were compared by sex, geographic region, institution type, and manufacturer. One hundred twenty to 140 kVp (peak kilovoltage) was used by 99.8% of the sites. There was no correlation between mAs and kVp. There was a 30-fold increase in number of images and nearly 9-fold increase in number of slices from least to most. Nearly 4% use slice thickness and interslice gap greater than guidelines. There were significant regional differences in field of view, image number, and slice thickness. Some variation related to manufacturers was found. Minor difference was also found between academic and nonacademic institutions. There were significant differences in kVp and mAs compared with NEXT. Significant variations in head CT technique exist in the United States.